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Message From Your Editors

Y

our spring issue of The Recorder is

and expertise for her photographs of the four

arriving during the peak of one of our

seasons featured on the mural.

most beautiful springs—and, not incidentally,

You regularly tell us that you enjoy the

after one of our year’s heaviest rainfalls on

submissions of fellow residents and we thank

record! The myriad shades of green among the

those who have shared stories, for they have

hardwoods on our campus are amidst a

inspired others. This issue brings you prose and

profusion of blooming fruit trees and flowers.

poetry, as well as familiar contributors and

Carol Hammer has captured for our front

some first time submissions. The result is a

cover the “beauty that is in the sight of the

potpourri of fascinating articles for your

beholder”* on our Westminster Canterbury

reading. In addition, Connie Sowa’s enthusiastic

campus. Thanks to Mary Hoban, our back

book reviews and the Strickler Library list offer

cover confirms spring’s arrival with her roses

further reading opportunities.

photograph. We also thank Mary for her keen
proofreading and editorial advice.
As promised, this issue brings you the

With this issue we introduce two new
features. Circumstances mean some of our
residents are unable to write a submission.

history of the Drinkard mural provided by the

Consequently, you will discover “As Told By.”

WC historians—Pollyanna Middleton, Marian

Also in this issue we offer the first of many

Barksdale, Martha Conde and Marge Wilson.

salutes to the accomplished artists who reside at

We thank the readers who felt its history would

WC. We thank Carolyn Sparks for sharing an

be of interest and brought it to our attention.

example of her talent and we look forward to

We are indebted to Carol Hammer’s patience

highlighting others in future issues of The Recorder.

* John Keats
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg
Sean Huyett

S

pring is upon us! Our campus has

Conrad and Jerry Craddock have worked with

turned green and is going through

Westminster Canterbury in the past to display

beautiful cycles of blooming trees and flowers.
We are also on the final leg of our construction

their watercolors on the Bridge and in the main
lobby area. They both worked over the past two

journey for the new healthcare center. While our

years to furnish us with artwork for the new

contractors and, at times, nearly 200 workers per

healthcare building as well. To my surprise, they

day have been fun to watch, it will be nice to see

have produced 75 paintings for WC.

the tail lights of the last vehicle leaving campus.

How wonderful for us to have their beautiful

We plan for substantial completion by May 30

art spread across numerous areas of our campus.

and to begin moving residents into their new home

We will feature an exhibit of some of their works

around July 15.

beginning May 31. What a great way to

We are blessed to have so many talented

remember Conrad!

artists across campus, whether it be writing,

Please be sure you mark your calendars for

painting or crafts. I am thankful that so many of

the unveiling of the new healthcare building. We

you share your gifts and abilities.

plan to hold the dedication and blessing event on

We unfortunately lost a good friend and artist
last month with the passing of Conrad Frey.

June 27 at 10 a.m. We look forward to seeing
you there.

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500

(800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org
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Featured Artist: Carolyn Sparks

The Chair

I

n about 1995 I entered a renowned

needlepoint shop, The Canvasback, in

Northfield, Illinois, a Chicago suburb. There I
discovered what I thought would be a “fun
needlepoint project!”
It was a cute Victorian chair, complete with
canvas and yarn. I indulged and decided to
commit myself.
After working on it for several months,
excitement turned to boredom and
disenchantment. Thus, I added it to the pile of
other unfinished projects. Time passed and I
ultimately forgot about it. In the meantime, I got
married in 2004 and moved three times. On the
third move, some 10 years later, the chair canvas
surfaced. Ummm, I thought, I should finish this
piece. I did, and it was time to get it cleaned and
stretched into shape.
I took it to the finest cleaning establishment
in Lynchburg, which was unsuccessful in
accomplishing the job. It was cleaned, but not

the Canvasback. Plus, he said he could also stretch
it. Hooray, light at the end of the tunnel!
I took the chair to him in October 2016, to be

stretched into the shape of a square. I also needed

ready for Thanksgiving. He returned it to me in

a shop to complete the finishing aspect of my

May 2017. I was extremely pleased with the

project. I called the Canvasback in Illinois, and,

results and happy that finally, the saga of “The

yes, they could finish it for $700. I gulped and

Chair” had ended.

said, “Thank you.” After several unsuccessful

The chair is not home for a priceless antique

attempts at needlepoint shops, I remembered a Mr.

doll, a teddy bear, or other meaningful

Potter, an excellent upholsterer on Lynchburg’s

memorabilia. It simply sits in my living room in

Washington Street. He had previously done work

“all its glory” and allows me to display it for

for me and he could do it more reasonably than

Westminster Canterbury residents to enjoy.
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Rowing On San Francisco Bay
by Frances Sutherland

F

ive a.m. The morning is soft, quiet.

maybe down bay towards San Mateo, or even

In another 20 minutes, we will be

East Bay.

well into the bay and the pink and gold of the

Although at first glance, it may seem we are

dawn will have begun to creep over the

out for just a little morning row and exercise,

Oakland hills. It is very still, with only the

these rows are never casual. They are studied and

sounds of calling birds and of oars moving

precise excursions into a natural world that has

rhythmically through the water. We are silent;

no interest in our presence. Our challenge is to

no one wants to talk. We watch as a tanker

understand the dynamics of winds, tides and

glides out of the morning fog, under the Golden

currents, and what must be done in the face of

Gate Bridge, and into the shipping lane. She will

nature’s capricious whimsies and little treacheries.

pass Alcatraz and make a sharp starboard turn

Coming home is always hard. We pick our tides

that will take her up-bay to the Richmond oil

and currents, but are pretty much at the mercy of

refinery. We quicken our pace to meet her, and

the wind, fog or rough water. Sometimes we

as she passes, we feel the vibration of her

think we trick Mother Nature by knowing where

engines, then catch and ride her bow wave. A

there are offsets and reverse currents; other times

bit much for the faint of heart; nonetheless, we

we outsmart ourselves, beating our way home

stay afloat.

through wind and white water. Although we

We turn our attention to our morning’s plan.

rarely mention it, on occasion we have been

We might let the oars slip into their oarlocks

known to pull into safe water somewhere and

somewhere between Alcatraz and Angel Island

wait out the tide and wind.

and dig into whatever feast we might have

Mostly though, we pull into our dock at the

brought along. We know that these few quiet

Dolphin Club around noon, and while all the

hours are very precious because by 11 o’clock

late risers are heading out in their sailboats and

the wind, and very often the fog, will be

motorboats, we are happily ensconced at the

streaming through the gate, and the luxury of

Buena Vista Café, enjoying our Irish coffee and

floating on beautifully flat and reflective water

planning our next row.

will have passed. By then we will have reached

When I first became acquainted with the

our destination, whether it is Angel Island,

Dolphin Swimming and Rowing Club in the

Tiburon, Mill Valley, perhaps the Brothers,

mid-1970s, first as a visitor and soon thereafter

18 | CHIMES
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as a member, it was just beginning its transition

double, which some of us disparagingly referred

away from a “home away from home” for

to as the "shower stall.” I did row with him once

curmudgeonly old guys who would rather be at

and thought it was quite fun.

the boathouse than anywhere else in the world,

But the old guard was losing ground. Jane

including their own homes. They were a

Doe could have come as a visitor only if her

garrulous and eccentric crew of retired

boyfriend had invited her. But he never did, so

firefighters, policemen, longshoremen, various

they got into a fight and she brought a sex

political figures and heirs of a long line of San

discrimination suit against the Dolphin Club for

Francisco's finest workingmen.

not allowing women members. The howls of

Ladies were welcome—for one evening a

outrage could be heard up and down the west

year—when the club put on a big crab feast for

coast, but guess what? She won!!! She won

the wives and girlfriends of the members. Other

because the land that the Dolphin Club sits on

than that, a lady could accompany a member if

is owned by and leased from the City of San

she and her escort intended to go for a swim or

Francisco.

a row, but there were no shenanigans and ladies

Thus 1976 ushered in a whole new era for

did not loiter, and never entered the kitchen,

the club. The first women who joined turned

zealously guarded by Herman Zahler. It was the

out to be not so frightening to the old boys after

era of Joe Bruno, who swam his 50th crossing

all. They weren't girlie girls, but unique in their

of the Golden Gate bridge in 1985, and Walt

own right—young, strong, competitive and

Stack, the 85-year-old longshoreman, who still

primarily interested in swimming long distances

swam in the bay every morning, then proceeded

in San Francisco Bay in temperatures ranging

to run from the clubhouse across the Golden

from about 50 to 61 degrees.

Gate Bridge and back.
Once a year, Aldo Cueno, with his

After a while the guys got used to having the
women around and actually started liking them.

paddleboard, would hitch a ride to the light

The men never did tidy up, and the women

navigational buoy 15 miles offshore and paddle

weren't offended by an occasional congratulatory

his way home. Dave Hinton, who learned to play

pat, nor did they try to invade the men's most

boogie from GIs stationed in England during
World War II, fell in love with the fiberglass

continued on page 8
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Rowing

From Dust To Diamonds

continued from page 7

by Kay Putney Gantt

sacred domain, the kitchen. Swimmers, such as

In a blur of back to back

Suzanne Heim, Morgan Kulla, and Joni

commercials linking

Beemsterboer, started breaking records, and

segments of my favorite

some went on to compete in the Hawaii

TV show, an ad snags

Triathlons and the English Channel swims.

and reels me in like a bottom fish

Eventually, the women's locker room needed to

without much drag.

be enlarged, and soon it seemed that a whole lot

A Life-Gem, a fiery brilliant,

of people wanted to be Dolphin Club members,

clear creation, a diamond,

and then the entire club needed renovation.

can be fabricated

All these years later, the old guard has

from a loved one’s ashes,

mostly died off or moved on. I understand that

human bodies, composed

today the Dolphins have morphed into a trendy

of carbon, graphite, even boron,

and popular club with a great diversity of

cooked, compressed and aged,

individuals and talent. But I have wonderful

fashioned into rare blue

memories of those recalcitrant old gentlemen—

diamonds. In fact, one body

piloting bay swims, rowing to Bolinas and Point

can yield one-hundred

Reyes, the Delta, San Jose, and even to the very

single-carat stones.

end of the Napa River—and of experiences that

Or take old Rags,

instructed me and greatly enriched my life.

your aging Yorkshire, he too
can be stoned. Oh bless
this world’s warp of industries.
Send off remains to be reworked

Footnote: Lapstrake wooden Whitehall rowboats were first
made in New York City at the foot of Whitehall Street in the

and dear George or Joe

19th century. Ranging from 14 to 25 feet in length, they were

will be returned to adorn

used in San Francisco to ferry goods, services and sailors on

your left hand. Or have him

and off the boats coming into harbor. A few of these
treasured antique boats have survived and live on today in

pear cut, then hang him

continual use with dedicated maintenance in two historic San

on a golden chain around

Francisco swimming and rowing clubs.

your neck in the valley
of what was once your cleavage.
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Westminster Canterbury’s Drinkard Entrance Mural
From The WC Historians
with Thanks to Joe Payne, Former WC Senior Vice President, for His Research Assistance

T

he four-seasons mural above the Drinkard

Behrens, aware of Edwards’s artistic abilities and

doors was painted by Emlyn Edwards and

reputation, suggested the creation of the mural.

installed in the late 1990s. Edwards, retired Art

The administrative staff at that time liked the

Department chair at Wilson College in

idea and designated a vacant apartment as a studio

Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, along with his wife

for the project. Each season is on a 4-foot by 8-foot

Ruth Edwards, lived in a cottage on Westminster

panel, and a delicate system of fishing line, devised

Way. The Edwards had resided in Lynchburg since

by Edwards, holds the panels in place. The mural

1979, when Ruth Ann became head librarian at

created considerable attention for Westminster

Randolph-Macon Woman’s College. Em had thus

Canterbury, bringing individuals to the campus just

spent many years drawing and painting in

to view it. A few years after its installation,

Lynchburg and was well known in its art circles.

Edwards created a similar work for Centra’s Bridges

The story goes that another resident, Robert

Treatment Center on Leesville Road.
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Down With The Puppet Leader
by John Pelissier

I

n 1940, the victorious German invaders

the photo, put the ashes in a toilet, and flushed

wiped out the French government and

them away. Before the night ended, most of the

the French democratic system. They installed

classrooms were deprived of the image of the

Marshal Petain, a WWI hero, as head of the

puppet leader.

puppet government. Petain had no choice but to

It took the might of the Allied forces to

set up an unpopular, undemocratic government;

bring down the puppet government and its Nazi

but to make it worse, he promoted the cult of

master. At our level we were pleased that maybe

personality. Instead of the Marseillaise as our

our teenage pranks with patriotic goals had

national anthem, we were now expected to sing

helped in bringing about the demise of the hated

“Marshal, here we are before you the savior of

Puppet Marshal Petain. It occurred to me years

France.” His photos started multiplying all over

later that as perpetrators of the removal of the

the country—in government offices, in stores

photos we could easily have been identified and

and in the homes of the “collaborators.” In our

punished, perhaps quite severely. But my guess

boarding school, the photo presided over every

was that the school administration was on the

classroom.

side of the Resistance. At the closing ceremony

Three or four of us decided something had

at the end of the school year, the headmaster

to be done about those pictures. One of us

made reference in his speech to the removal of

managed to get the key to the classrooms (we

the photos.

never asked how). That night we pretended to

Was he serious or simply giving lip service to

go to the bathroom, but instead went into a

the cause of collaboration? I have no idea. I

classroom, unhooked the photo of Petain,

cannot recall whether or not replacement

removed it, and put the frame back in place. We

photos were provided.

then went to the bathroom where we burned
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My Sister And The Mafia Godfather
by Marie Stewart

I

t was the 1970s, a time when New
York City was overrun and terrified by

the Mafia, especially by their threats to owners

“He lives in the Waldorf Towers apartments,”
replied the wise guy.
My sister’s visit to the Godfather turned out

of small businesses. It was also a time when my

to be a roaring success. Upon arrival, she was

sister and a friend, both young and limited in

ushered into the Godfather’s luxurious

capital, decided to open a ladies’ clothing shop.

apartment and after giving her hard-luck story,

They found a low-rent store badly in need of

she was assured by him that she wouldn’t have

repairs, but in a great eastside location—just a

to pay any protection money. He also told her

short walk from the famous Waldorf Astoria

to let him know if anyone bothered her again. I

Hotel. My sister, using her powers of persuasion,

guess he realized he wasn’t dealing with some

talked our brother, a talented carpenter, into

pushover, but with a smart, fearless cookie!

performing a complete renovation of the store,
transforming it into a charming boutique.
They called the shop Gibson Girls and

Greatly relieved, my sister left the apartment
with some wise “Godfatherly” tips on how to
run a business. Best of all, he gave her a sign for

decorated it with an assortment of display items

the rear window of her car which read “Clergy”

that reflected the 1890s Gibson Girls era. A

so she could park anytime, anywhere in the city

favorite find was a handsome turn-of-the-

without getting a ticket.

century brass cash register, which became the

Sales gradually improved in the little shop

focal point. New to the retail world, the novice

and at times attracted some of the rich and

owners struggled with obtaining credit, stocking

famous—among them Jane Powell, Carol

the shop with merchandise and paying the bills.

Channing and Zsa Zsa Gabor, who told my

As if things weren’t bad enough, one day they

sister, “Your clothes are not chic enough for me!”

received a visit from a Mafia mobster

On the other hand, Julie Harris, the famous stage

demanding “Protection Money.” My sister told

and screen star, was happy to find a long, black

him they couldn’t afford to pay any money, that

gown to wear in the movie Hud in which she

they could barely make ends meet as it was and

starred as an alcoholic nightclub singer.

any extra expense would put them out of

As the years rolled by the Mafia behaved,

business. The goon replied, “Look lady, I don’t

the number of customers increased, the business

make the rules; you’ll have to talk to the

thrived and, for the most part, it was smooth

boss,”(a.k.a. the Godfather).

sailing—except for the three times they were

“Where can I reach him?” asked my sister.

robbed at gunpoint. But that’s another story.
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My “I Just Don’t Believe It!” Amusement Park
by Sue Haugan

S

ometimes knowing something’s coming

prostitutes on the sidewalks; or drunks in the

really doesn’t help. And so it went

streets stopping traffic—but one of these

whenever we started out from our coastal home

decidedly put me OFF Las Vegas. But it could

headed to the pristine beauties of northern

have been the sound of my Dad’s “I just want

Utah, Wyoming, Montana, or Northern Arizona

to get the hell out of this place.” He was a

and northern New Mexico. It was the mid 50s

patient driver who didn’t risk becoming

to 60s and mobsters Bugsy Siegel and Meyer

exercised by the occasional traffic slowdown or

Lansky, with the complicit approval of the State

rude fellow driver. But the cattle chute, you see,

of Nevada and the Los Angeles water and

routed every eastbound and southwest bound

power authorities, had funneled all eastbound

car from a landmass equal to roughly one sixth

traffic like a cattle chute toward Las Vegas.

of the nation right across and through the Las

All highways scattered across automobile

Vegas strip. Liquor, prostitution, gambling,

dependent Southern California converged on

burglary rings, human trafficking, murder for

the only one point of entry to Nevada: its

hire, etc., etc. — all echoed in my consciousness.

southwestern edge. Only one town welcomed

Fast forward six to 10 years. I am a so-

all those travelers, and for years only one

sophisticated 19, as if that isn’t really an

building stood beckoning just across the state

oxymoron, with a 21-year-old brother, Mike,

line town in that town: a brothel. After that

who feels he’s the same. After all, we’re native

lonesome town, on northeastward the cattle

Californians and we’ve seen it all, right?

chute highway led.
My mother and father, of course, having no

Disneyland is in our backyard, almost
literally. I was born with my foot on the gas

air-conditioned car (that was only for the truly

pedal and thought nothing of driving 40 miles

wealthy) always employed the time-honored

to get a Tommy’s hamburger. So when Mike

western tradition of traveling the desert by

proposed that he bring some friends, and that I

evening into the night. So, I don’t know if it was

bring some friends, to Vegas (notice the hip

being awakened as a young child in the wee

jargon) I said great. We would all stay at the

hours by glaring, sometimes lurid neon signs;

Sands, one of the grand old Mafia projects of
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the early 50s. It was air-conditioned down to about

must have been playing for a very long time.

the level of a refrigerator, and by now it was the

His skin was chalk white and slightly puffy, His

end of summer and pretty hot outside. Plus, the

hair, obviously dyed, was jet black, eyeglasses

Sands had a pool the size of New Jersey and big

(horn rims) jet black. But the eyes. The eyes

guys dressed like Arabian Nights genies that

were two black beads, as cold and as dead as

brought you drinks on tiny copper-colored trays.

they come.

As a 19-year old, you had to love that.
The whole cadre of our group was scheduled to

The Conga line’s fits and starts gave me time
to study the Nosferatu and although I had been

see a show our last night in town: Debbie Reynolds,

taught not to stare, I was doing so. Suddenly I

very family friendly, a little old-fashioned. Anyway,

became aware that the Dracula man was staring

we had to make our way across the casino floor.

at me; our eyes locked. BAM! Mike had

(Everything is always “across the casino floor.”) All

stopped, I had not, nor had two of my friends

gambling floors are engineered to be the heart of

behind me, and down we went like a slapstick

the establishment. Slots can be near the windows

routine from a silent movie.

but they are always darkened windows; there are

We struggled to our feet laughing and

no clocks, and children are firmly discouraged.

embarrassed. I looked up to see if the Undead

Nothing must distract from the gaming. This need

had noticed. He had. He was watching the

to get from A to B across a crowded casino floor

whole while. Now, people with warm blood

usually results in a kind of ragtag Conga line. So

coursing through their veins would behold this

our merry band plunged in with my brother, all 6

scene and at least allow the trace of a smile to

feet, 4 inches of him, in the lead with me behind.

play about the lips.

And then I saw him. Across an expanse of
about 30 feet, on a raised dais, was Dracula. I had

Dracula merely turned back to the tables.
The Conga Line resumed, off in the opposite

learned earlier that day that upon the dais,

direction, I’m happy to say, and I went with it.

cordoned off with velvet ropes, sat the really high

Las Vegas, I really just don’t believe it.

rollers playing the very European Baccarat at stakes
of $10,000 or more. The man I beheld that night
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Grief
by Ken Slusher

A

t the time, I thought the summer of

illness lasted about five or six months, Peggy’s

1996 was the worst of my entire

vascular dementia appeared before we moved in

life. My dear wife, Marge, of 31 years, was

2014 to Westminster Canterbury and progressed

diagnosed with gastric cancer and died shortly

over a period of nine years. During that time, as

thereafter. Fast forward to 2018, when once

her disease progressed, so did my grief.

again I experienced a huge loss, my second wife,

Three years after Peggy and I had settled

dear Peggy. No amount of life experiences, or

comfortably into a cottage on Westminster Way,

education, prepared me for the grief I felt with

the dementia had advanced to the point of

the death of first Marge and then Peggy.

moving her to WC’s Memory Center. I could no

I had always seen myself as a strong man who
could fix anything, but my wives’ illnesses, or my

longer care for her at home.
Now grief hit me full force. The grieving

anguish, I could not fix. I cried, lashed out, tried

that one experiences in the decline of a loved

many ways of dealing with my emotions, but still

one with dementia is like nothing you can

I cried, lashed out, felt miserable.

prepare yourself for. Some call it a long

I asked, “What is grief?” and found some

goodbye, as over many weeks, months, maybe

answers: a deep sorrow, an emotional reaction

years, you slowly lose a little piece of your

to loss. Others define grief as a multifaceted

partner, soul-mate, love and best friend, one

response to loss, particularly with the death of a

tiny bit at a time. Piece by piece you feel this

loved one. For me these definitions technically

person slowly starting to slip away. I can only

explain things, but do not scratch the surface.

describe this as a gnawing, stabbing, burning

Mourning, in both cases, brought my grief into

pain in the core of your being.

the open and helped me understand it and

Prior to Peggy’s residing in the Memory

lessen its impact. In the process, I discovered

Center, I had pulled back from most of my outside

that my grief for Marge will always be with me

activities, as I cared for her 24/7. Once she was in

and the grieving I feel today because of Peggy’s

the Memory Center, I spent as much time as

death joins my previous grief.

possible with her, hoping to make the transition

This time, however, seems quite different. Of
course, I am a bit older and more mature.
Another contributing aspect is the length of

easier, but still I suddenly had lots of time on my
hands, which seemed to amplify my grief.
How can one best deal with grief? Alan D.

time before death occurred. Whereas Marge’s
continued on page 15
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Blest
Beyond Belief
continued from page 14

by Mary Frances Y. Lemon

Wolfelt, Ph.D., author of Understanding Your

Thank you, dear Lord, for giving me this man.

Grief, repeatedly states that when you walk the

When he was young and strong and full of grace –

path of grief and mourning, be sure to travel

Who romped and played with our kids at end of day

with a friend or two. I found that the closer the

And made our home a children’s gathering place.

friend, the better. This journey should not be
taken alone and I am thankful for the numerous
friends and family who stayed by my side, and
the very close friends who listen as I talk things
out. I lean on my support network, I talk to my
friends, cry with them, and hug them to pieces.
A friend recommended that I join a support
group that meets at Westminster Canterbury.
I very timidly went to my first meeting one
Thursday morning, not sure what to expect. I
found a welcoming, warm and caring group of

Thank you, dear Lord, for giving me this man
Who shared our children’s teenage years with joy –
Making our home a great Sunday night delight
For all of his girls who loved our boy.
Thank you, dear Lord, for giving me this man
Whose presence more than filled our empty nest –
With calm contentment and abiding love
To make our Golden Years among our best.

folks, all with differing stories, but yet similar
in nature to my experiences. They too were

Thank you, dear Lord, for freeing him from pain

grieving. I highly recommend seeking out a group

While looking up at me with eyes of love –

and/or a counselor because the more you talk out

Held tight within my arms I saw him leave

your feelings, the more your grief is lessened.

To join You, in Your Heavenly Home above.

What exactly is grief? It is reaching out for
someone who is no more. The emotion can

Thank you, dear Lord, for giving him a hug

occur with the sight of something, or a smell, or

Assuring him our parting will be brief –

a sound that evokes memories of the past.

How can I ever repay You, dear Lord

When this happens I shed a few tears while

For always being BLEST BEYOND BELIEF?

continuing to look ahead, building a new life on
the foundation of my past, my precious time,
first with Marge and then with Peggy.
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Cricket* To The Rescue
by Maithe Ardrey and Elinor Ann Clark, told to Nancy Young

I

t had been a typical Monday morning

inside of the rear tire, Maithe saw Sassy, Elinor

for Elinor Ann: out of bed, rubbing

Ann’s indoor cat, who, she realized, had seized

sleep out of her eyes, going to the bathroom,

the opportunity to bolt outside. She was loving

brushing her teeth, and turning on the coffee

the freedom of open spaces and the joy of

pot, eager for that first steaming hot, aromatic

smelling every scent encountered, while moving

sip. Needing only the newspaper to complete

down the street quickly and erratically enough

her ritual, she grabbed a bathrobe, and still in

to easily outdistance her owner, who had lagged

that hazy state of somewhere between sleep and

well behind.

being awake, opened the front door, thinking

“She won’t come out! And everything I do

only of enjoying some quiet time while she

causes her to move farther from my reach. This

scanned the headlines and sipped coffee. But in

is not good!”

that moment, her eyes briefly caught a flash of

Maithe, always ready and eager to help solve

black fur racing by her feet—Monday morning

a problem, and still with Cricket close behind,

became anything but typical.

began a very slow stroll to the rear car tire and

Meanwhile, down the street in a cottage on

Sassy. Cricket, first with her nose in the air and

Westminster Way’s cul de sac, Maithe had been

then toward the ground, barked and danced as

up long enough to be dressed for the day and

only Cricket can do. And, with each cautious

ready to take Cricket, her small Maltese dog, for

step taken by Maithe and each frantic jump

a morning walk. Once outside, Cricket, always

executed by Cricket, her barks and movements

ready to prance around in her distinctive, frisky

became more exaggerated, obviously directed

way, tugged on the leash and quickly went to one

toward Sassy.

of her favorite front yard spots.
With that routine completed, the two set off

Elinor Ann’s warm and soothing voice
calling over and over “Sassy, come out. Sassy,

and soon came upon Elinor Ann, who was

come, let’s go home” had not lured her precious

obviously in a state of distress. “She won’t come

cat from underneath the car. Not so with

out! She won’t come out!” Shouting, she pointed

Cricket’s approach.

in the direction of a car parked on the street.
And there, under the car, pressed against the

Oh, what we can learn from a dog! With
Cricket very near the car’s rear tire and her
continued on page 17
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Book Reviews

A Trio Of Good Reads
by Connie Sowa

continued from page 16
fearsome bark at its height of loudness, Sassy
arched her back as high as being under a car

I

recently read three books and couldn’t

decide between them so I chose to give

allowed. She gave her best attack growl before,

readers a glimpse of all three. Downton Abbey

for the second time that morning, she became a

fans may like the 2006 debut novel by

flash of black fur as she bolted out into the

Australian author Kate Morton, The House at

open street and headed home, a return possibly

Riverton. The story shifts between the British

faster than the earlier run. She easily arrived at

socio-historical milieu of the early 20th century

her cottage well in advance of Elinor Ann and

and present times. Nursing home resident Grace

patiently waited for the opportunity to dash

Bradley comes face to face with the very secret

inside. Once safely home, she dropped to the

she has hidden for decades: A movie company

floor and fell asleep in a ray of sunlight.

decides to film a 1924 extraordinary event that

With disaster prevented, Maithe and Cricket

took place at Riverton, forcing Grace to recall

completed their morning walk, and once back

her teen years as a servant there, and how

home, Cricket, the hero dog, also spent most of

embroiled she became in the lives of the

the day sleeping. And what dreams each animal

Hartford children.

must have had! Sassy, the indoor cat, whose

All the aristocratic splendor of a waning

curiosity took her on an adventure worth

Edwardian era, a horrific World War, and the

remembering, perhaps looked for opportunities

vibrant twenties are beautifully captured in

to again become a blur of black fur. And maybe

Morton’s prose. Her imagery is lucid and her

Cricket saw herself wearing a hero’s crown

dialogue carries the plot through a 45-year span

while regularly practicing a fierce bark, always

with aplomb. You can’t help but get caught up

willing and ready to once again come to the

in the Downton-like setting. However, the

rescue? Let’s hope so.

similarities end there as the differences between
the upstairs and downstairs folks are vast.

Nominated as the Animal Hero for the
*
Month of March.

Shattered dreams, broken promises, and family
woes—all shared through the memories of
Grace—keep readers on their toes as they
continued on page 18
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A Trio Of Good Reads
continued from page 17
navigate the sense of it all.
If you are looking for an inspirational read,

on the front lines and in the trenches of business.
Lessons in courage, fortitude, triumphs and

check out Starbucks’ CEO Howard Schultz’s

failures are all captured in Schultz’s words. You’ll

From the Ground Up: A Journey to Reimagine

be energized at the end of this read and will want

America. Being a Starbucks’ coffee fan, my

to share it with your friends and family.

curiosity was piqued and I wasn’t disappointed.

Those of you looking for something light

In fact, I was blown away by Schultz’s brutally

and frothy, put a copy of Deric Longden’s

honest account of his Brooklyn childhood living

Tailpieces on your bedside table, especially if

in a tenement with his dysfunctional Jewish

you are a cat lover like me. This book is a

family. He constantly sought places, like empty

collection of 50 short stories about the true

stairwells and playground corners, where he

antics of Emmy and BAFTA-winning author

could escape the turmoil of adolescent angst.

Deric Longden, his wife Aileen Armitage and

As a college graduate, Schultz knew he

their clowder of cats. Each one is a little jewel

wanted to create a place where people could

of humor that will make you chuckle out loud

escape the chaos of their day and feel a sense of

at times. When the weather is dreary or you’ve

belonging outside of home and work. “For me,

had a heck of day, reading one of Longden’s

the idea of a ‘third place’ is not just something

stories will cause you to fall asleep with a smile

that exists between four walls. It is mind-set. A

on your face and to have very pleasant dreams.

way to exist in the world…a core ethos: that
people of all kinds can come together and uplift
one another.”
Starbucks was born, and the third place
became the ubiquitous coffee shop where
employees, known as “partners,” could interact
with each other and their customers. Schultz
believes that aspects of Starbucks’ journey
reflect aspects of the greater American journey.
From the Ground Up offers extraordinary
insight into the leadership of a corporate entity
that understands its greatest asset is the people

All of these books are available through
Amazon or Barnes & Noble. Or ask your
favorite local bookseller to order you a copy!
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Strickler Library Notes
New Donations – Spring 2019
Compiled by Sue Bass
(In No Particular Order)
FICTION
Trinity. Hall, Louisa (F H177)
Novel about Robert Oppenheimer told by
seven fictional characters.
The Cezanne Chase. Swan,Thomas (F My S972)
Det. Jack Oxby of Scotland Yard chases
killer.
Simple Genius. Baldacci, David (F My B175)
Violence, codes and spies at CIA training
camp
A City Unto Itself: Virginia In The 20th
Century. Laurant, Darrell (V Ly L377)
Circe. Miller, Madeline (F M649)
Fictional retelling of the Goddess’s story
Mistress Of The Art Of Death. Franklin, Ariana
(F My F831)
Medieval English forensic agent solves mystery
for King Henry II
Summer Island. Hannah, Kristin (F H243)
Story of complex ties that bind a mother and
her daughter
A Delicate Touch. Woods, Stuart (F My W897)
A Stone Barrington mystery
Touchstone. King, Laurie (F My K53)
Psychological suspense mystery
Beneath a Scarlet Sky. Sullivan, Mark (F My L524)
Young Italian man rescues Nazi refugees in the
Alps
New Iberia Blues. Burke, James Lee (F My B959)
Dave Robicheaux mystery

Vineyard Victims. Crosby, Ellen (F My C949)
A wine country mystery
Captive Queen. Weir, Alison (F W425)
Fictional story of Eleanor of Aquitaine

NON-FICTION
The 36-Hour Day – Mace. Nancy L. and Peter
V. Rabins. (H Ca M141)
Guide for Alzheimer Disease caretakers
Georgia O’Keeffe: Art and Letters. Cowart,
Jack, et.al. (A Pa O41)
Beautiful reproductions of O’Keeffe’s work
Mary Boleyn: The Mistress To Kings. Weir, Alison
(B B688)
Biography
The Big Fella: Babe Ruth And The World He
Created. Leavy, Jane (B B113)
The Perfectionists. Winchester, Simon (T En W759)
How precision engineers created the Modern
World
The Battles Of Appomattox Station And
Appomattox Court House. Calkins, Chris M.
(V Ly C1553086)
Geary’s Guide To The World’s Great Aphorists.
Geary, James (L La G292)
Amusing and a useful reference for public
speakers
The Great War In America. Peck, Garrett
(G Na F366)
World War I and its aftermath in the United
States

